Jeff Boyer Productions – Bubble Trouble
Date
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Address

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
(Venue) Presents Jeff Boyer’s Bubble Trouble
Bubble Trouble – A bubble volcano. Bubble roller coaster. A kid in a bubble? Jeff Boyer takes bubbles to the max in
this one-man bubble extravaganza. It’s the craziest, most creative bubble show around. Jeff juggles bubbles, sculpts
and builds with bubbles, makes fog-filled bubbles and more. Mixing comedy, music and interactive bubble-magic, he
engages and delights audiences of all ages. A hit at performing arts centers, festivals…anywhere there’s air!
(City, State) – (Date) – (Venue) explodes with laughter from Jeff Boyer’s Bubble Trouble, an interactive bubble show
for all ages.

This family fun show happens on (Date), at (Time). Tickets are just $(amount). Contact (Whom) for tickets.
JEFF BOYER – Jeff Boyer is an internationally acclaimed pioneer of highly interactive community based bubble
performance. A variety artist with over 25 years of entertainment experience, specializing in inclusion and diversity
performance he seamlessly engages audiences beyond language, cultural, age, and ability barriers. His dynamic
style galvanizes communities. Jeff began creating bubble shows in 2005. His experience with school groups led him
to raise audience participation to a new level. The evolution of this unique inclusiveness and interactive art separates
Bubble Trouble from other bubble shows, thrills audiences and builds lasting community among performing arts
center’s patrons.
Be a part of this uniquely interactive show where the audience participates in the creation of art. Jeff engages,
delights and appeals to diverse crowds. His shows are totally customize-able for STEM/STEAM school directed
performances, Sensory Friendly Theater, all around fun family theater, and can be done in any language and for all
ages.
He launched Jeff Boyer Productions in 1999 wowing audiences internationally with bubbles, science, and comedy
ever since.
Check out Jeff’s Bubble Trouble Video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m5hsJZ4b_aU
and Facebook Page. https://www.facebook.com/boyerbubbles/?fref=ts

Jeff wows crowds of up to 1800 and spends much of his year touring internationally. When not on tour he loves to
relax by the stream at home with his family and his favorite dog Lizzie.

For more information about Jeff Boyer, visit his website at www.Jeffboyer.com. Inquires email to
info@jeffboyer.com.
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